
Robert Smith 
Jr. Crew Scheduler

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Highly reliable and focused Logistics Specialist with strong record of 
exemplary customer service. Trainer. Able to work independently with little 
to no supervision or as a team member. 

WORK EXPERIENCE

Jr. Crew Scheduler
ABC Corporation -   November 2010 – November 2011 

Responsibilities:

 Scheduling crews for flights coming in and out of company domiciles.
 Maintained legality issues for crews, with the daily responsibility to 

monitor FAR and contract legalities for crew schedules.
 Specifically, warnings/violations, violations, and reduced rest warnings.
 Held responsible for crew domicile coverage on a daily basis.
 Responsible for communication with crews on showtimes, duty 

limitations, critical off times, delays and travel arrangements.
 Coordinated crew flights and crew lodging.  Multi tasked on a daily basis

with high volume calls.
 Responsible for updating and communicating head start and rest delays

to dispatch and any other discrepancies that may the airline operation.

Crew Scheduler
ABC Corporation -   2007 – 2010 

Responsibilities:

 My job worked as shift morning/ afternoon/and night shift.
 In the morning I must checked in the computer that all the flight are 

covered with qualify crew onboard , crew documents are up to date and 
pay attention to flight duty period for each operating crew that they still
can work or not.

 Afternoon shift my duty is quite same in the morning but this shift will 
concerned tomorrow flight as well if flights are not covered with the 
crew yet I must call stand by crew to assign flight especially early 
morning flight must assign all the plane with qualify crew.

 Evening shift will deal with late flight departure and early departure 
because sometime crew immediate sick or something else that they can
not come to the plane in that moment I must call the other stand by 
crew that replace sick crew as soon as possible.

 And if the weather not right will make sure we have to change new crew
or not for rest time period.

 This job that I have all during time of work is the pressure that in 
general we have to deals with people ( cabin crew and cockpit crew) 
and Material (Plane) and also mother nature heavy rain , flood and 
many reasons have to deal with but we can solved all the problems 
because we have a great team works.

 Skills Used Computer that I use is SABRE airline systems in the program
we use many thing can check everything for the crew such as rest 
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SKILLS

Microsoft Office, Hotel 
Management, Airport 
Safety.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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period, legal document , details of the flight for each crews..

Education

BS in Managment - 2015(Evangel University - Springfield, MO)
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